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Abstract

slow to materialize due to lack of sufficient mobile
terminals. True convergence of multimedia, cellular,

In this paper we discuss a multithreaded

location and connectivity technologies is expensive,

baseband processor capable of executing all physical

time consuming, and complex at all levels of

layer processing of high data rate communications

development for not only mobile terminals, but

systems completely in software. We discuss the

infrastructure as well.

enabling technology for a software defined radio

themselves have failed to converge which has led to

approach and present results for GPRS, 802.11b, and

multiple market segments. In order to maintain

2Mbps WCDMA. All of these protocols can be

market share a handset development company must

executed in real-time on the SB9600 chip using the

use dozens of combinations of handsets. This

Sandblaster core.

requires the handset companies to support multiple

Moreover, the standards

platforms and multiple hardware solutions from

INTRODUCTION

multiple 3rd parties.
The current hardware based solutions require

Ever increasing complexities of mobile terminals

about 18 months for commercial System on a Chip

combined with the desire to generate many handset

implementations (SOCs) and another 9 to 12 months

models with increasing features have led to the

for successful handset development with no ability to

adoption of a Software Defined Radio (SDR) based

change, update or modify the phone’s feature set.

approach in the wireless industry. The previous

Moreover, in the case of multimode baseband

generation of mobile terminals was primarily

modems, there is no ability to quickly verify updates

designed for use in geographically restricted areas.

or add new functionality because any modification

Growth for the wireless industry was dependant upon

requires a redesign of the SOC. This is costly and a

signing up new users. This has clearly changed.

time consuming proposition. This requires both the

ARPU (Annual Revenue per User) for wireless

wireless carriers and handset developers to anticipate

carriers has been on a steady decline. The penetration

end user requirements and standards evolution up to

levels in countries such as South Korea, Japan and

three years in advance of product introduction.

other south Asian countries is high and new revenue

Clearly, this is not a productive solution. In fact the

streams (from technologies such has 3G) have been

entire wireless supply chain from end user to

component supplier in a traditional hardware based

radios that provide software control of a variety of

solution requires an unacceptable turn around time

modulation techniques, wide-band or narrow-band

for new features, updates, and functionality.

operation, communications security functions (such
these

as hopping), and waveform requirements of current

problems at multiple levels, for end users, it provides:

and evolving standards over a broad frequency

SDR

•

enabling

technologies

answer

Mobile Terminal Independence with the ability
to “choose” desired feature sets.

•

Global connectivity with ability to roam across
operators

•

Future Scalability and a longer lifetime of the
handset.
Wireless carriers growth comes from the ability

to differentiate their offerings from their competition
and the possibility constantly adding new services.
This will in return increase their ARPU.
Infrastructure providers can reduce cost by
embracing a reconfigurable platform which addresses
the need to supply multiple solutions for all prevalent
standards. It also provides them the capability to
upgrade services, add features, and enhance security
– all done through software.
Most importantly, the handset developers can
use the SDR approach to develop terminals quickly,
provide a rich set of features, and address multiple
markets with a single platform. By utilizing the low
cost, reconfigurable SDR approach, the entire supply
chain can be revitalized, with the end-users finally
getting the performance and features that have been
desired for many years.

SDR Definition

range.[1]”

While

there

are

different

levels

reconfigurability within the SDR-based approach;
true reconfigurability comes from the ability to define
the entire physical layer of the communication
systems in software. In order to effectively realize
this goal, a number of challenges exist for a SDR
solution.

Sandbridge SB9600 Product
Power

dissipation

constraints

require

new

techniques at every stage of design - architecture,
micro-architecture, software, algorithm design, logic
design, circuit design, and process design. With
performance requirements exploding as bandwidth
demand increases, power conscious design becomes
more difficult. System-on-a-chip integration and low
voltage process technologies will contribute to lower
power SOC integrated circuits (ICs) but are
insufficient as the only solution for streaming
multimedia.
A large number of increasingly complex
standards with ever increasing communication rates
require increasing processing capabilities. High level
programming for these extremely complex systems is
needed to reduce development time and realize time
to market goals.
Based on the Sandblaster™ baseband processor

So, what is SDR? Various definitions for SDR

core, the SB9600 SOC is designed to address these

exist today. As defined by the SDR Forum, “the term

challenges. The SOC is reprogrammable and is

software defined radios (SDRs) is used to describe

delivered with a complete software development kit
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Figure 1 illustrates a comparison between a

Development Environment). Handset developers can

traditional hardware approach and the SB9600

use the development environment to program

development approach. In the traditional approach,

multiple physical layers. The platform allows the

the SOC development effort requires 18 months to

freedom to choose a particular set of operating modes

achieve successful delivery of commercial samples.

(such as GSM, GPRS, WCDMA, etc.) and the

While some of the handset prototype development

desired local area connectivity (Bluetooth, Wireless

can be done in parallel, it still requires 9 to 12 months

LAN, etc). Quickly implementing a variety of

for completing the prototype. This is primarily due to

standards and any desired functionality reduces

the long verification cycles (SOC verification after

development time and effort. It also enables handset

system integration) and the need to do hardware

developers to realize constrained time to market

modifications.

including

the

Sandblaster™

IDE

In the Sandbridge approach, the system level

goals.
By using the SB9600 platform, development

validation and handset prototype verification can start

time may be reduced by more than 40%. Subsequent

the moment optimized C Code for the physical layer

updates and additional features can be added with

and the associated protocol stacks is available. In

very little additional effort.

For example, a new

fact, if desired, the prototype development platform

physical layer algorithm may be added simply by

and the physical layer programming can be done in

programming the algorithm in C, compiling and

parallel, enabling simultaneous verification, type

simulating it using the IDE and simply downloading

approval

it to the SOC by using the very same integrated

conservative estimates the development time can be

design environment. This is valid for any subsystems

reduced by 30% to 40%. In addition, once the

or complete systems (of the physical layer).

engineering team is familiar with the platform, the

testing,

and

field

testing.

So,

by

complexity of dealing with a new platform for each

Figure 2.

Compiler / Processor Development

handset is reduced. Now, there is a single platform

influence

for multiple solutions and multiple standards.

architecture trade-offs should be considered. Under

So, how is it possible? The Sandblaster™ DSP
was designed specifically for the communications
market; it utilizes low power techniques, provides
extremely high processing capability, and requires
only high level C programming (no assembly
programming required).
A complete software implementation of the
physical layer allows the best time-to-market. No
hardware accelerators are required even for high data
rates such as 2Mps WCDMA.

SANDBLASTER™ MULTITHREADED BASEBAND
PROCESSOR

for

automated

software

generation,

the constraint that the resulting system must be
programmed in a high-level language such as C or
Java, additional trade-offs in the architecture are
made subject to price, performance, and power
constraints. Once feedback on all the parameters is
acceptable, implementation-specific solutions may be
generated for various performance levels. Sandbridge
has used exactly this approach in developing the
Sandblaster processor core.

Real-time considerations
In most physical layer processing there is a large
amount of digital signal processing that must be
performed. Embedded systems and DSP systems
have constraints that are different than the constraints

It is well recognized that the best way to design a
DSP compiler is to develop it in parallel with the

typically found in general purpose programming
systems.

DSP architecture [2]. As shown in Figure 2, an ideal

Execution predictability in DSP systems often

process would consider the application domain of

precludes the use of many general-purpose design

programs to be executed. Then, with significant

techniques (e.g. speculation, branch prediction, data

caches, etc.). Instead, classical DSP architectures

issue, the difficulties of attempting assembly

have developed a unique set of performance

language programming become apparent. Controlling

enhancing techniques that are optimized for their

instruction dependencies between upwards of 100 in-

intended market. These techniques are characterized

flight instructions is a non-trivial task for a

by hardware that supports efficient filtering, such as

programmer. This is exactly the area where a

the ability to sustain three memory accesses per cycle

compiler excels.

(one instruction, one coefficient, and one data

The challenges of using VLIW DSP processors,

access). Sophisticated addressing modes such as bit-

however, include large program executables (code

reversed and modulo addressing may also be

bloat) that results from independently specifying

provided. Multiple address units operate in parallel

every operation with a single instruction, interrupt

with the datapath to sustain the execution of the inner

response latency due to visible memory pipeline

kernel.

effects in highly parallel inner loops, and requiring

In classical DSP architectures, the execution

multiple high-bandwidth paths with multiple write

pipelines were visible to the programmer and

ports to both memory and registers resulting in

necessarily shallow to allow assembly language

unacceptable

optimization.

applications.

This

programming

restriction

power

dissipation

for

handset

encumbered implementations with tight timing
constraints for both arithmetic execution and memory
access. The key characteristic that separates modern
DSP architectures from classical DSP architectures is
the focus on compilability. Once the decision was
made to focus the DSP design on programmer
productivity, other constraining decisions could be
relaxed. As a result, significantly longer pipelines
with multiple cycles to access memory and multiple
cycles to compute arithmetic operations could be
utilized. This has yielded higher clock frequencies
and higher performance DSPs.
In an attempt to exploit instruction level
parallelism inherent in DSP applications, modern
DSPs tend to use VLIW-like execution packets. This
is partly driven by real-time requirements which
require the worst-case execution time to be
minimized. This is in contrast with general purpose
CPUs which tend to minimize average execution
times. With long pipelines and multiple instruction

Sandblaster Core Technology
Sandbridge Technologies has designed a multithreaded processor capable of executing DSP,
Control, and Java code in a single compound
instruction

set

optimized

for

handset

radio

applications. The Sandbridge design overcomes the
deficiencies of previous approaches by providing
substantial parallelism and throughput for highperformance DSP applications while maintaining fast
interrupt

response,

high-level

language

programmability, and very low power dissipation.
As shown in Figure 3, the design includes a
unique combination of modern techniques such as a
SIMD Vector/DSP unit, a parallel reduction unit, and
a RISC-based integer unit. Each processor core
provides support for concurrent execution for up to
eight threads of execution. All state may be saved
from each individual thread and no special software
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Sandblaster Baseband Processor Core

support is required for interrupt processing. The

design ensures that all memories are single ported

machine is partitioned into a RISC-based control unit

and yet the processor can sustain nearly 4 taps per

that fetches instructions from a set-associative

cycle (the theoretical maximum) in every thread unit

instruction cache. Instruction space is conserved

simultaneously.

through the use of compounded instructions that are
grouped into packets for execution.
The cache relieves the programmer of moving
large programs into SRAM and avoids overlays that
burden software systems. A cache also has the
advantage that a programmer need only concern
themselves with working set size (e.g. the dynamic
code that predominantly executes) rather than the
static instruction size that resides in flash or is
downloaded dynamically over the air.
The data memory does not use a cache because
in most broadband communications systems the data
is streamed from A/D converters and passed on for
further processing. Analogous to the instruction
memory, the data memory also has eight independent
banks for concurrent access by each thread. The
complete memory system is unified to allow easy
software access to any thread data.
Special care has been taken in the design of the
memory subsystem to reduce power dissipation. The
pipeline design in combination with the memory

A RISC-based execution unit, depicted in the
center of Figure 3, assists with control processing.
Physical layer processing often consists of control
structures with compute-intensive inner loops. A
baseband processor must deal with both integer and
fractional datatypes. For the control code, a 16 entry,
32-bit register file per thread unit provides for very
efficient

control

processing.

Common

Integer

datatypes are typically stored in the register file. This
allows for branch bounds to be computed and
addresses to be efficiently generated.
Intensive DSP physical layer processing is
performed in the SIMD/Vector unit depicted on the
right side of Figure 3. Each cycle, a 4x16-bit vector
may be loaded into the register file while two vectors
are being multiplied,

saturated, reduced (e.g.

summed), and saturated again. The branch bound
may also be computed and the instruction looped on
itself until the entire vector is processed. This may be
specified in as little as 64-bits. This compares very
favorably to VLIW implementations.

An important power consideration is that the

parallelism by allowing multiple operations to issue

Vector File contains a single write port for threads.

in parallel. Thus, a branch, an integer, and a vector

This is in distinct contrast to VLIW implementations

operation may all issue simultaneously per thread

that must specify an independent write port for each

unit. In addition, many compound operations are

VLIW instruction (often up to 256-bits with 4 or

specified within an instruction class such as load with

more write ports). Since write ports contribute

update, and branch with compare.

significantly to power dissipation, minimizing them
is an important consideration in handset design.

Finally, the SB9600 product includes four
processor cores per chip to provide enough
computational capability to execute the entire

Parallelism

WCDMA baseband processing in software in real-

To enable physical layer processing in software,
the processor supports many levels of parallelism.
Thread-level parallelism is supported by providing

time.

Java Execution

hardware support for up to 8 independent programs

Future 3G wireless systems will make significant

to be simultaneously active on a single Sandblaster

use of Java. A number of carriers are already

core. This minimizes the latency in physical layer

providing Java-based services and may require all 3G

processing. Since many algorithms have stringent

systems to support Java[13]. Java is a C++ like

requirements on response time, multithreading is an

programming language designed for general-purpose

integral technique in reducing latencies.

object-oriented programming [14]. An appeal for the

In addition to thread-level parallelism, the

usage of such a language is its ``write once, run

processor also supports data-level parallelism through

anywhere'' philosophy [15]. This is accomplished by

the use of a Vector unit. In the inner kernel of signal

providing a Java Virtual Machine (JVM) interpreter

processing or baseband routines, the computations

and runtime support for each platform[16].

appear as vector operations of moderate length.

JVM translation designers have used both

Filters, FFTs, convolutions, etc., all can be specified

software and hardware methods to execute Java

in this manner. Efficient, low power support for data

bytecode. The advantage of software execution is

level parallelism effectively accelerates inner loop

flexibility. The advantage of hardware execution is

signal processing.

performance. The Delft-Java architecture, designed in

To accelerate control code, the processor

1996, introduced the concept of dynamic translation

supports issuing multiple operations per cycle. Since

of Java code into a multithreaded RISC-based

control code often limits overall program speed-up

machine with Vector SIMD DSP operations [17][18].

(e.g. Amdahl’s Law), it is helpful to allow control

Another of the authors also explored dynamic

code and vector code to be overlapped. This is

translation [19]. The important property of Java

provided through a compound instruction set. The

bytecode that facilitated this translation is the

Sandblaster

statically

core

provides

instruction

level

determinable

type

state

[14].
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Out-of-the-box AMR encoder native and simulation performance results

Sandbridge approach is a unique combination of both
hardware and software support for Java execution.

Interrupts

SOFTWARE TOOLS
Programmer productivity is one of the major
concerns in complex DSP applications. Because most

A challenge of visible pipeline machines (e.g.

classical

DSPs

are

programmed

in

assembly

most DSPs and VLIW processors) is interrupt

language, it takes a very large software effort to

response latency. Visible memory pipeline effects in

program an application. For modern speech coders,

highly parallel inner loops (e.g. a load instruction

[3] for example, it may take up to nine months or

followed by another load instruction) are not

more before the application performance is known.

typically interruptible because the processor state can

Then, an intensive period of design verification

not be restored. This requires programmers to break

ensues. If efficient compilers for DSPs were

apart loops so that worst case timings and maximum

available,

system latencies may be acceptable. This convolutes

productivity could be achieved.

the source code and may even require source code
changes between processor generations.
The Sandblaster core allows any instruction from

significant

advantages

in

software

However, there are a number of issues that must
be addressed in designing a DSP compiler including
fundamental

mismatches

in

datatypes,

non-

any thread to be interrupted on any processor cycle.

associative saturating arithmetic, and supercomputer

This is critically important to real-time constraints

class optimizations [8][9][10][11]. Partial solutions

imposed by physical layer processing. The processor

to these problems have included building large

also provides special hardware support for a specific

libraries,

thread unit to interrupt another thread unit with very

functions [6][7], and raw assembly language coding.

language

extensions

[4][5],

intrinsic

low latency. This low-latency cross-thread interrupt

A unique aspect of the Sandbridge compiler is

capability enables fast response to time critical

that DSP operations are automatically generated.

events.

Sandbridge
semantic

compilers
analysis.

use
In

a

technique

semantic

called

analysis,

a

sophisticated compiler must search for the meaning

of a sequence of C language constructs. A

laptop computer. The Sandbridge tools are capable of

programmer writes C code in an architecture

simulating 25.6 Million instructions per second for

independent manner - such as for a micro controller -

the optimized AMR encoder. This is more than two

focusing

be

orders of magnitude faster than the nearest

implemented. If DSP operations are required, the

competitor. We achieved this by using our own

programmer implements them using standard modulo

compilation technology to accelerate the simulation.

primarily

on

the

function

to

C code, automatically extracts the DSP operations
and synthesizes optimized DSP code without the
excess operations required to specify DSP arithmetic
in C code. This technique has a significant software
productivity gain over intrinsic functions.
In

addition,

Sandbridge

has

implemented

supercomputer class optimizations in its vectorizing
compiler. The compiler is efficient at extracting data
level parallelism and also handles the difficult
problem of outer loop vectorization which is often a
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requirement for inner loop optimizations.
Figure 4A shows the results of various compilers
on out-of-the-box ETSI C code. The y-axis shows the
number of MHz required to compute frames of
speech in real-time. With the lone exception of
turning off the WMOPS profiler in the downloaded C
code, the AMR code is completely unmodified and
no special include files are used. Without using any
compiler techniques such as intrinsics or special
typedefs, the Sandbridge compiler is able to achieve
real-time operation on the SandBlaster™ core at
hand-coded assembly language performance levels.
Note that it is completely compiled from high-level
language.
Efficient compilation is just one aspect of
software productivity. Figure 4B shows the postcompilation simulation performance of the AMR
encoder for a number of DSP processors. All
programs were executed on the same 1GHz Pentium

COMMUNICATIONS DESIGN
Previous communications systems have been
developed in hardware due to the high computational
requirements. DSP’s in these systems have been
limited to speech coding and orchestrating custom
hardware blocks. In high-performance 3G systems
there may be over 2 million logic gates to implement
the system. A complex 3G system may also take
many months to implement. After logic design is
complete, any errors in the design may cause up to a
9 month delay in correcting and refabricating the
device. This labor intensive process is counter
productive to fast handset development cycles. The
Sandbridge design takes a completely new approach
to communications system design.

Rather than designing custom hardware blocks

second on a high end Pentium thereby ensuring

for every function in the transmission system,

complete logical operation. We executed the same

Sandbridge has implemented a processor capable of

compiler generated program on engineering samples

executing operations appropriate to broadband

of our Sandblaster core. Having designed our own

communications in software.

3GPP compliant RF front end, we execute complete

Figure 5 shows the performance requirements for

RF to IF to baseband and reverse uplink processing in

802.11, GPRS, and WCDMA as a function of the

our lab. Our measurements confirm that our

SB9600 chip utilization for a number of different

WCDMA

transmission rates. Providing processing capability

conformance requirements in real time completely in

for 2Mbps WCDMA FDD-mode also provides

software on the SB9600 platform.

design

will

execute

within

field

sufficient processing capability for 802.11b and even
concurrent capacity for multiple communications
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